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Download.n SHARAH HADAIQ E BAKHSHISH, 79 years old, read the
article, Download button.n SHARHAN BOKHT, Born in the Republic of

Tajikistan, in the city of Dushanbe, in the early 80s years of the last century,
when the first computers began to appear in Tajikistan, Sharkhan learned to
work on them. But this is not his only occupation. He, in fact, is the inventor

of the computer, which was released in 1989. To this day, he is one of the
main developers, designers and programmers in computers. Sharkhan was

one of the first to create a computer program that helps science fiction
writers describe the possibilities of game scenarios. Thanks to Sharkhan's

efforts, computer games were able to reach an unprecedented level. So, for
example, in one of the most successful computer games of all time, Quake
III, the gameplay was completely based on his developments. In the US in
2003, at the E3 exhibition, Sharkhan presented a personal computer and a

monoblock named after him. According to one of the players who got
acquainted with the game, she really looks very much like a person. Thanks
to their developments, the Sharkhans and their friends created the computer
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game â€œSharahand Bakshi. Explore the Worldâ€�, in which new features
and abilities of the heroes are shown on the screen every fifteen minutes.
Since 1985, Sharkhan in his house in Dushanbinsk, the hometown of his
parents, there were constantly guests from other cities. Everyone invited

Sharkhan, to visit, to various holidays, evenings and weddings, and he was
always happy, because children and grandchildren still find him to play a

game with them, or they with him. The main instrument of Sharkhan is the
pen. It is multifunctional and has a lot of computer programs on its account.

A pen used by the Sharkhans not for games, but as a typewriter. In TV
shows, Sharkhan created computer programs that allow creating and editing
song lyrics. At a time when Sharkhan and his children grew up, he decided
to pass on his invention to his grandchildren. There is only one thing left to

wish Sharkhans, health and long life. A source. Â© Voice of
SHAHRIYAR.SEOle, Author's blog.UPDATE (3.05.2012).Surely Shariah

and his descendant
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